
TapNet Tanka
Mobile app for refueling and charging

Find nearby fuel stations quickly and easily using CODAB’s smartphone app TapNet Tanka. 
Since payment is done though the app you no longer need to manufacture and distribute 
physical cards to your customers. Once more payments are done by phone, problems with 
skimming decrease. 
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Swift and easy payment by phone
When your customers use the CODAB refueling 
app, no actaul cards need to be managed.

You can save on costs for manufacturing and 
distributing cards.

Customers won’t need to carry yet another 
customer card. All they need to bring is their 
phone.

At the station, payment by phone provides an 
easier transaction process and a smoother refu-
eling experience. 

Find stations and refuel
In TapNet Tanka you can browse nearby stations 
or search for and get directions to a specific 
station. 

The station list shows opeining hours and 
available fuels. You phone’s regular navigation 
app opens automatically to provide necessary 
navigation instructions.

At the station, refueling or charging is acti-
vated from the phone and confirmed with a 
PIN code at the terminal.

TapNet Tanka is compatible with electrical 
charging stations connected to a CODAB 
terminal.
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Technical requirements
CODAB’s smartphone app is available for both 
iOS (10.0 or higher) and Android (6.0 or higher) 
and can be downloaded from either App Store 
or Google Play.

Financial benefits
By allowing customers to pay for fuel or 
carging with their phone you decrease the 
number of physical cards needed and the costs 
related to manufacuring and distribution.

Once more payments are done by phone, pro-
blems with skimming will decrease. 

Transaction history
The complete transaction history is available 
from within the CODAB app. It is no longer a 
problem if a receipt goes missing or can’t be 
printed.

Customer loyalty and branding
Using an app for payment makes for a closer 
relation to your customers The app can be 
adapted to your graphical profile using: 

• Custom startup screen

• Custom color scheme/background color

• Custom pin for stations on the map 
 (logo/symbol)

Administration
Administration of users and updates to sta-
tion opening hours is done though TapNet’s 
web-based user interface.


